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2 M. Gairing et al.The onept was introdued in 1974 by Dijkstra [2℄, but serious work on self-stabilizing algorithms did not start until the late 1980s. (See [14, h. 15℄ for anintrodution to self-stabilizing algorithms.) Dolev [3℄ published the �rst book,that fouses ompletely on self-stabilization.In our algorithmi model, eah node exeutes the same self-stabilizing algo-rithm, maintains its own set of loal variables, and hanges the values of its loalvariables based on the urrent values of its variables and those of its neighbors.The ontents of a node's loal variables determine its loal state. The system'sglobal state is the union of all loal states.When a node hanges its loal state, it is said to make amove. Our algorithmsare given as a set of rules of the form p(i))M , where p(i) is a boolean prediate,and M is a move whih desribes the hanges to be made to one or more of thenode's loal variables. A node i beomes privileged if p(i) is true. When a nodebeomes privileged, it may exeute the orresponding move. We assume thereexists a daemon, an adversarial orale, as introdued in [2℄, whih selets one ofthe privileged nodes. The seleted node then makes a move. Following the serialmodel, we assume that no two nodes move at the same time. For our algorithmit's suÆient that adjaent nodes never move at the same time. This an beahieved using a protool for loal mutual exlusion [1℄.The goal of the daemon is to keep the algorithm running as long as possible.When no further moves are possible, we say that the system is stable or is ina stable state. We say that a self-stabilizing algorithm is orret if, when thesystem exeutes the algorithm,1) every stable state it an reah is legitimate, that is, every stable state hasthe desired global property, and2) it always reahes a stable state after a �nite number of moves.Notie that it is quite possible for a orret self-stabilizing algorithm to reah alegitimate state whih is not stable.Problems that an be solved by a straightforward greedy method in theonventional algorithmi model often require a far more lever approah in theself-stabilizing model. For example, �nding a maximal mathing (i.e. a set ofdisjoint edges that over all remaining edges) in a graph is trivial: starting withan empty set of edges, keep adding another disjoint edge to the set as long asone exists. To desribe and prove the orretness of a self-stabilizing algorithmfor this same problem takes onsiderably more e�ort [11, 13, 10℄.2 fkg-dominationFor a graph G, let f : V (G) ! f0; 1; : : : ; kg be a funtion from the node setV (G) into the set of integers f0; 1; : : : ; kg, and let f(S) = Pv2S f(v) for anysubset S � V (G). Suh a funtion is a fkg-dominating funtion [8, 4, 5℄, if forevery i 2 V (G) we have f(N [i℄) � k. A fkg-dominating funtion f is minimalif there does not exist a fkg-dominating funtion f 0 with f 0 6= f and f 0(i) �



Self-stabilizing Algorithms for fkg-domination 3f(i);8i 2 V (G). Or equivalently, for every node i, if f(i) 6= 0, then there is aneighbor j 2 N [i℄ with f(N [j℄) = k.The general idea of fkg-domination is that every node in the network needs aminimum amount of a given resoure, for example k units of it. It then beomes aresoure alloation problem to loate a minimum quantity of this needed resoureamong the nodes so that eah node an gain aess to at least k units of thisresoure within its losed neighborhood. The node must either supply itself withthis resoure, if it does not exist among its neighbors, or it an use the resouresof its neighbors. Examples of this resoure might inlude a minimum number of�re�ghters, ambulanes, or emergeny vehiles, or a minimum number of CPUyles, memory or servers. Of ourse, in the most general setting, all nodes havedi�erent resoure needs, say as a funtion of their size, population, et. Thus,we an assoiate with eah node i, a minimum resoure requirement ri. We thenseek an alloation of resoures, at minimum ost, suh that the total amountof resoures assigned to eah losed neighborhood N [i℄ is at least ri. In thede�nition of fkg-domination it is assumed that all nodes have the same resourerequirement, i.e. k.The onept of a fkg-dominating funtion gives rise to the following deisionproblem:fkg-DOMINATING FUNCTIONINSTANCE: A graph G and a positive integer l.QUESTION: Does G have a fkg-dominating funtion f , with f(V (G)) � l?In the redution below we use the following problem, �rst shown to be NP-omplete by Karp in [12℄:MINIMUM COVERINSTANCE: A set X = fx1; x2; : : : ; xng of n elements, a olletion S =fS1; S2; : : : ; Smg of m subsets of X , and a positive integer q � jSj.QUESTION: Does S ontain a over for X of size q or less, i.e., a subset S0 � Swith jS0j � q, suh that every element of X belongs to at least one memberof S0?Theorem 1. fkg-DOMINATING FUNCTION is NP-omplete for all k � 1.Proof. fkg-DOMINATING FUNCTION is learly in NP . We redue from MIN-IMUM COVER.Given an instane (X;S; q) of MINIMUM COVER, we reate an instane(G; l) of fkg-DOMINATING FUNCTION in the following manner: for eah xi 2X , there is an element omponent Gi onsisting of k paths on three nodes. Welabel the nodes of path j, for 1 � j � k: ai;j , bi;j , i;j . In addition, one nodedi is onneted to eah of the -nodes i;1; : : : ; i;k. For eah subset Si0 2 Sthere is a subset node ui0 whih is is onneted to all of the ai;j nodes in theelement omponents orresponding to the elements in Si0 . All subset nodes arein turn onneted to a ommon K2, with nodes labeled v and w, by addingedges from all subset nodes ui0 to v. The transformation is ompleted by takingl = jX j � k2 + q + k.



4 M. Gairing et al.Assume T is a set over with jT j � q. We onstrut a fkg-dominating funtionas follows: for the element omponents Gi we let f(ai;j) = 0, f(bi;j) = k � 1,f(i;j) = 1, and f(di;j) = 0. For the subset nodes we let f(ui0) = 1 if Si0 2 T ,and f(ui0) = 0 if Si0 =2 T . Finally we let f(v) = k and f(w) = 0.Under f , all b-, -, and d-nodes will have neighborhood sums of k. The a-nodeswill eah be adjaent to a b-node with value k� 1, and at least one u-node withvalue 1. The remaining nodes all have node v in their neighborhood, and willtherefore have neighborhood sums of k. Note that, for eah element omponentGi we have f(Gi) = k2. The f -values for the subset nodes will sum to at mostq, and f(v) = k. This implies that f(V (G)) � jX j � k2 + q + k, and, therefore fis a fkg-dominating funtion of weight less than or equal to l.Given a fkg-dominating funtion f for G, with f(V (G)) � l, we modify f asfollows: 1) If f(v) 6= k, hange f(v) and f(w) so that f(v) = k and f(w) = 0. Itis easy to see that the modi�ed funtion will still be a fkg-dominating funtionwith f(V (G)) � l. 2) Examine eah element omponent Gi, one at a time. Notethat the f -values of every ab-path within the omponent must sum up to atleast k, otherwise the b-node of the path will not be fkg-dominated. Therefore,f(Gi) � k2, for every element omponent Gi. There are two ases to onsider:i) f(Gi) = k2, and ii) f(Gi) > k2. In ase i) node di, whih is not part of anyab-path must have f(di) = 0. Therefore the sum of the f -values for the b-,and -nodes of every ab-path must be k, otherwise the -nodes will not be fkg-dominated. It therefore follows that f(ai;j) = 0, for all j. In ase ii) we reassignthe f -values of all the nodes in Gi, so that f(ai;j) = 0, f(bi;j) = k � 1, andf(i;j) = 1, for every j, and f(di) = 0. We then hoose any u-node onnetedto Gi, say ui0 , and set f(ui0) = 1 if f(ui0) = 0. The modi�ed f is still a fkg-dominating funtion, and the weight of f has not inreased. With the modi�edf -funtion we �nd a set over T by taking T = fS0i : f(ui0) � 1g.Sine f(V (G)) � l = jX j � k2 + k + q, we know that the f -values of the u-nodes sum up to at most q (remember f(v) = k and f(Gi) = k2), therefore thereare at most q u-nodes with f -value greater than zero. Eah element omponentGi will have one -node, say i;j , with f(i;j) � 0, otherwise di will not be fkg-dominated. Therefore f(bi;j) < k. Consider node ai;j . We know f(ai;j)+f(bi;j) <0+k, so ai;j must be adjaent to some u-node ui0 with f(ui0) > 0. Every elementomponent must therefore be adjaent to a u-node, say ui0 , with f(ui0) > 0, thesubsets orresponding to those u-nodes will onstitute a set over. ut3 Minimal fkg-dominating funtionIn this setion we present a self-stabilizing algorithm for �nding a minimal fkg-dominating funtion in an arbitrary graph. The algorithm is based on a self-stabilizing algorithm for maximal 2-paking [6℄. We assume that every node hasa distint identi�er, or ID, and that there exists a total ordering on the IDs.Eah node i has a loal variable f , storing the funtion value assoiated withnode i, a loal variable � storing a loal opy of the value f(N [i℄) and a pointer.We use the notation i! j and i! NULL to denote that the pointer of i points



Self-stabilizing Algorithms for fkg-domination 5to j and that the pointer of i points to NULL, respetively. A node i an alsopoint to itself, indiated by i ! i. For a node i we say that �(i) is orret, if�(i) = f(N [i℄). The algorithm is identially stored and exeuted in eah node i.For simpliity we de�ne the following shorthands:{ predf(i) = f(N [i℄) < k _ (f(i) > 0 ^ f(N [i℄) > k ^ 8j 2 N(i) : �(j) > k){ minn(i) = minfjjj 2 N(i) ^ j ! jg and min(;) = NULL.The prediate predf(i) is used to indiate whether node i should hange its f -value or not. For a node i, predf(i) is true if either f(N [i℄) < k or from the viewof i, f(i) an still be dereased, preserving the property that f(N [j℄) � k forall j 2 N [i℄. We de�ne minn(i) to be the minimum ID of a node in the openneighborhood of i, that points to itself. If no suh node exists,minn(i) = NULL.Algorithm 3.1: minimal fkg-dominating funtionloal f( ) 2 f0; 1; : : : ; kg;�( ) integer;! pointer;ADD: if predf(i) ^ i! NULL ^ 8j 2 N(i) : j ! NULLthen �i! i;�(i) = f(N [i℄);UPDATE: if �(i) 6= f(N [i℄) _ (i 6! i ^ i 6! minn(i))then �i! minn(i);�(i) = f(N [i℄);RETRACT: if i! i ^ 9j 2 N(i) : (j ! l ^ l < i)then �i! minn(i);�(i) = f(N [i℄);INCREASE: if i! i ^ 8j 2 N(i) : j ! i ^ f(N [i℄) � kthen 8<:f(i) = k � f(N(i));�(i) = f(N [i℄);i! NULL;DECREASE: if i! i ^ 8j 2 N(i) : j ! i ^ f(N [i℄) > kthen 8>><>>:�(i) = f(N [i℄);f(i) = f(i)�minj2N [i℄f(�(j)� k); 0g;�(i) = f(N [i℄);i! NULL;The rules ADD, UPDATE and RETRACT are used to ahieve mutual exlu-sion for the INCREASE and DECREASE moves and to make sure that when-ever a node INCREASEs or DECREASEs, this move is based upon orret



6 M. Gairing et al.�-variables in its neighborhood. We will use the term p-move for an ADD, UP-DATE or RETRACT and f-move for an INCREASE or DECREASE.A node i that has to hange its f -value (predf(i) is true) tries to ADD. Itan make this ADD move if all of its neighbors (inluding i) point to NULL.When making an ADD move, node i sets its pointer to itself, indiating that iwants to hange its f -value. The next time that node i gets sheduled it eitherhanges its f -value (by an f -move) or it RETRACTs. The f -move is made ifall neighbors of i point to i. When exeuting this f -move, node i updates f(i)and sets its pointer bak to NULL. The RETRACT move is made, if i has aneighbor that points to a node with lower ID than the ID of i. A RETRACTmove sets the pointer of i to minn(i), that is, the neighbor with smallest ID thatpoints to itself (if it exists) or to NULL. A node i where �(i) is not orret, ora node that does not point to itself or to minn(i) an UPDATE by setting itspointer to minn(i). In every move node i also realulates �(i).We prove onvergene of Algorithm 3.1 in two steps. First, we give an upperbound on the total number of p-moves that the daemon an make without makingan f -move. We then show that the number of f -moves for eah node is boundedby a onstant. For the �rst step we assume that predf(i) = TRUE for every nodei. It is easy to see that this gives the daemon the most power, sine otherwiseall nodes j with predf(j) = FALSE are not privileged by ADD.Lemma 1. The following holds in between two onseutive INCREASE or DE-CREASE moves:(a) Between two suessive UPDATEs by node i, there must be a RETRACT orADD by a neighbor of i.(b) Between two suessive ADDs by node i, there must be a RETRACT by alower numbered node.Proof. (a) After the �rst UPDATE, i points to minn(i) and �(i) = f(N [i℄).For another UPDATE to our, i must not point to minn(i). This means thatminn(i) has hanged.(b) When node i ADDs, all of its neighbors point to NULL. For i to RE-TRACT at least one of its neighbors, say j, must point to a lower-numberednode, say z. By the time i ADDs again, j must have hanged its pointer bakto NULL. If j = z, then that means that z has RETRACTed. On the otherhand, if j 6= z, then sine j ! NULL previously, at the moment that j hangesits pointer to z, the node z points to itself. At the moment that j hanges itspointer bak to NULL, the node z must not point to itself. That is z has RE-TRACTed. utAssume that the nodes are numbered from 1 to n. Let a(i) denote the num-ber of times that node vi exeutes an ADD rule and let r(i) be the numberof RETRACTs of node vi. Obviously, ADDing and RETRACTing are loselylinked. Indeed, a(i)� 1 � r(i) � a(i) + 1.Lemma 2. In between two INCREASEs or DECREASEs in the graph the num-ber of ADDs for a node j is bounded by a(j) � 2j � 1.



Self-stabilizing Algorithms for fkg-domination 7Proof. By indution on j. Base ase: Node v1 an ADD only one by the abovelemma.For the general ase, Lemma 1 says that between onseutive ADDs for nodevj , there must be a RETRACT of one of v1; : : : ; vj�1. This means that:a(j) � 1 +Xi<j r(i) � 1 +Xi<j (1 + a(i)) � 2j � 1;where the last inequality follows from the indutive hypothesis. utLemma 3. At most (n + 1) � 2n+2 ADDs, UPDATEs and RETRACTs an bemade without exeuting DECREASE or INCREASE.Proof. By Lemma 2, the total numbers of ADDs and RETRACTs are both atmost 2n+1. By Lemma 1, the total number of UPDATEs is at most n times thetotal number of ADDs and RETRACTs ombined. utWe now show some properties that hold prior to, or just after an f -move.Lemma 4. If a node i makes an f-move for the seond time, this move is basedupon orret values of �(j) for all neighbors j 2 N [i℄.Proof. The �rst time a node i made an f -move all neighbors j 2 N [i℄ werepointing at i. After i INCREASEd or DECREASEd it sets its pointer bak toNULL. In order for i to make an f -move again it �rst has to ADD. This onlyhappens when all its neighbors j 2 N(i) are pointing to NULL. Then eahneighbor j has to hange its pointer bak to i. At every pointer hange j will set�(j) = f(N [j℄). Sine j ! i no other neighbor z 2 N(j) n fig an INCREASEor DECREASE. Therefore f(N [j℄) will not hange as long as j ! i and i doesnot INCREASE or DECREASE. The lemma follows. utLemma 5. After the �rst INCREASE or DECREASE of node i, for the rest ofthe exeution of the algorithm f(N [i℄) � k.Proof. When node i INCREASEs it will set f(i) suh that f(N [i℄) = k. It'seasy to see, that after a DECREASE f(N [i℄) � k. After an INCREASE orDECREASE move, �(i) = f(N [i℄). By the proof of Lemma 4 it follows that alater DECREASE of some neighbor j 2 N(i) will not push f(N [i℄) below k. utTo show that Algorithm 3.1 stabilizes we now prove that every node anmake at most two f -moves.Lemma 6. The number of ombined INCREASEs and DECREASEs for eahnode is at most 2.Proof. The �rst f -move that a node, say i, an make is either INCREASE orDECREASE. By Lemma 5 it follows that from there on f(N [i℄) � k and there-fore the prediate for an INCREASE does not hold. Lemma 4 says, that fromthe seond f -move on, when i DECREASEs again, for all neighbors j 2 N(i) :�(j) = f(N [j℄). This implies, that after a DECREASE of node i either f(i) = 0or 9j 2 N [i℄ : f(N [j℄) = k and f(N [z℄) � k;8z 2 N [i℄ n fjg. In either ase i willnot DECREASE again. ut



8 M. Gairing et al.Lemma 7. When the algorithm stabilizes, the funtion f represents a minimalfkg-dominating funtion.Proof. In a stable on�guration no node points to itself. Assume that thereare nodes that point to themselves and let i be suh a node with smallest ID.Either there is a node j 2 N(i) with j 6! i, in this ase j an UPDATE, or8j 2 N(i) : j ! i, then i an INCREASE or DECREASE. Sine in a stable stateno node an ADD and by the previous statement predf(i) has to be FALSEfor every node i. By the de�nition of predf , f is then a minimal fkg-dominatingfuntion. utTheorem 2. Algorithm 3.1 stabilizes with a fkg-dominating funtion in at most(2n+ 1) � (n+ 1) � 2n+2 moves.Proof. This follows diretly from Lemma 3, 6 and 7. ut4 Minimal f2g-dominating funtionSine Algorithm 3.1 requires an exponential number of moves, we will nowpresent a polynomial time algorithm that �nds a minimal f2g-dominating fun-tion in a general graph. We don't onsider a f1g-dominating funtion, beause aminimal f1g-dominating funtion is equivalent to a minimal dominating set (see[9℄ for a self-stabilizing algorithm). For the ase k = 2 we propose the followingalgorithm. Eah node i has a variable f storing the funtion value assoiatedwith node i. The algorithm is identially stored and exeuted in eah node i.Algorithm 4.1: minimal f2g-dominating funtionloal f( ) 2 f0; 1; 2g;R1: if f(N(i)) = 0 ^ f(i) 6= 2then f(i) = 2;R2: if f(i) = 0 ^ f(N(i)) = 1then f(i) = 1;R3: if f(i) = 1 ^ jfj 2 N(i) : f(j) > 0gj � 2then f(i) = 0;R4: if f(i) = 2 ^ f(N [i℄) > 2then 8<:if f(N(i)) = 1then f(i) = 1;else f(i) = 0;



Self-stabilizing Algorithms for fkg-domination 9The next two lemmas show that Algorithm 4.1 stabilizes with a f2g-dominatingfuntion.Lemma 8. If the system reahes a stable state, then the state is legitimate.Proof. If rules R1 and R2 do not apply, then f must be a f2g-dominatingfuntion; and if rules R3 and R4 do not apply, then f must be a minimal f2g-dominating funtion. utLemma 9. If the system is in an illegitimate state, then there exists at leastone node that an make a move.Proof. Assume the system is in an illegitimate state. There are two ases toonsider: 1) the funtion f is not a f2g-dominating funtion, and 2) the funtionf is a f2g-dominating funtion, but not a minimal f2g-dominating funtion.In ase 1) there will exist a node i with f(N [i℄) < 2. This node an exeuterule R1 if f(N(i)) = 0, rule R2 if f(i) = 0 and f(N(i)) = 1.In ase 2) there will exist a node i with f(N [i℄) > 2 and 8j 2 N(i) : f(N [j℄) >2. Either this node an exeute rule R3, if f(i) = 1 and node i has at least twoneighbors with positive f -value; or there will exist a node j adjaent to nodei having f(j) = 2, and all other nodes adjaent to node i have f -value 0, inthis ase node j an exeute rule R4. In either ase, therefore, the non-minimal2-dominating funtion does not onstitute a stable state. utWe proeed by showing that any node exeuting ruleR1 an make no furthermoves, and that the remaining nodes an make only a �nite number of moves.Lemma 10. If a node exeutes rule R1 it will never make another move.Proof. A node i an only exeute rules R1 if f(N(i)) = 0. After i has exeutedrule R1 no node in N(i) an ever beome privileged and make a move, thereforenode i will also remain unprivileged. utLemma 11. A node an only exeute rule R4 one.Proof. A node an only exeute rule R4 if f(i) = 2. If a node is to exeute ruleR4 twie it must exeute R4, R1, R4. But any node exeuting rules R1 annever make another move. utLet us represent the exeution of Algorithm 4.1 as a sequene of movesM1;M2;M3; : : :, in whih Mk denotes the k-th move. The system's initial stateis denoted by S0, and for t > 0 the state resulting from Mt is denoted by St. Attime t we let ft = f(V (G)) , andpt = jfe = ij 2 E(G) : f(i) > 0 ^ f(j) > 0gj ;where ft is the total weight of the funtion f , and pt is the number of edges,both of whose nodes have stritly positive funtion values.



10 M. Gairing et al.Observation 1 If rule R2 is exeuted at time t, then ft+1 = ft+1 and pt+1 =pt + 1.Observation 2 If rule R3 is exeuted at time t, then ft+1 = ft� 1 and pt+1 �pt � 2.Observation 3 If rule R4 is exeuted at time t, then ft � 2 � ft+1 � ft � 1and pt+1 � pt.Theorem 3. Algorithm 4.1 �nds a minimal f2g-dominating funtion in at most3n+ 2m moves.Proof. Assume that the algorithm runs forever. In an in�nite exeution sequenethere must be two states Sn and Sm, suh that Sn = Sm and all moves Ml,n � l � m, are made by exeuting rules R2 and R3. We annot have Sn = Smif Ml is made by exeuting rule R1, and rule R4 an never be exeuted morethan n times. When Sn = Sm we obviously have fn = fm and pn = pm. Let xbe the number of times rule R2 is exeuted and y be the number of times ruleR3 is exeuted. We get the following pair of equations:fm = fn + x� y = fn (1)pm = pn + x� 2y = pn (2)It follows from (1) that we must have x = y, and it follows from (2) that wemust have x = 2y, a ontradition. Sine this set of equations has no positivesolutions we have that Sn 6= Sm for all n 6= m, thus the algorithm terminates.To prove the desired time bound we �rst observe that for all states St, wehave 0 � ft � 2n, and 0 � pt � m.We know from Lemma 10 that rule R1 an be exeuted at most n times intotal. Observations 1 and 3, and Lemma 11 imply that rules R2 and R4 an beexeuted at most 2n times in onjuntion with eah other, as rule R4 an beexeuted at most n times. And it follows from Observations 1 and 2 that rulesR2 and R3 an be exeuted at most 2m times in onjuntion with eah other;sine for two states Sn and Sm with fn = fm, and all intermediate moves madeby exeuting rules R2 and R3, we must have pm � pn � 1. This implies thatthat the algorithm stabilizes in at most 3n+ 2m moves. utCorollary 1. If G is planar, then Algorithm 4.1 �nds a minimal f2g-domi-nating funtion in O(n) moves.5 Conluding remarksIn this paper we have presented self-stabilizing algorithms for �nding a minimalfkg-dominating funtion in general graphs. Algorithm 3.1 an be used for anarbitrary k, but requires an exponential number of moves. We believe that thesheme of Algorithm 3.1 is interesting on its own, sine it an be used to ensure
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